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relate to programs-through proving programs correct from specifications, through 
treating programs as constructive proofs about specifications, and through develop- 
ing programs in what is roughly a wide-spectrum language. The material is presented 
well but is rather limited. In particular, the emphasis is firmly proof-theoretic, not 
model-theoretic (so there is nothing about initial and final algebras, or abstracters 
in the sense of ASL), only one work, in Russian, is cited for programming using 
constructive logic, and a widespread style of specification, that of Z and VDM, is 
not mentioned. 
Chapter 4 on “Program design and implementation” formalises software develop- 
ment as a sequence of refinement steps. Here the proof-theoretic emphasis is again 
apparent, for, following earlier work by the authors, a refinement step is taken to 
provide an interpretation mapping one theory into a conservative extension of 
another. This proof-theoretic view is quite different from the model-theoretic ones 
that dominate the literature, but its merits are not exposed completely in the book 
(as its simple treatment of theory parameters using the Craig Interpolation Lemma 
is not discussed fully). Interspersed with this formalisation of software development 
are varied illustrations of refinement steps. These illustrations use specifications 
ranging from data flow diagrams to equational axioms; they make their points 
effectively, though the occasional complexity of their notation may deter casual 
readers. 
In the words of the authors, “we have embedded so many repetitions and 
paraphrases . . . that the main ideas have a fair chance of being picked up from . . . 
a dozen or so pages”. However, sometimes these ‘paraphrases’ make substantially 
different claims from the originals; for example, chapters 1 and 2 express different 
views of the distinctions between mathematical and scientific theories. The discursive 
style and parenthetical interludes please some readers but irritate others, perhaps 
particularly if they are already perplexed by the mixture of mathematics and 
pragmatics in the book. In short, tighter editorial control would have been desirable. 
The authors do not suggest who should read the book. It is probably the first on 
its subject and deserves to be read by many people. They include students, who 
might want to set their courses in context, researchers, who might want to examine 
different approaches, and practitioners, who might just want light relief. For all 
these the book can be warmly recommended. 
Robert MILNE 
STC Technology Limited 
Harlow, Essex 
United Kingdom 
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Readers should not be influenced by the title of this book because it does not 
suggest the overall content. The book mainly handles three subjects (of different 
difficulties): 
- program synthesis via P-functions (35 pages), 
- systolic implementation based on logic programming (10 pages), 
- grammar definition techniques (67 pages). 
We analyze these three parts separately. 
Program synthesis via P-functions 
Program synthesis consists of transforming a description of a problem into a 
program which solves the problem; the languages involved are: 
informal - implementation 
synthesis 
This approach is refined as follows: 
informal --, logic b structured logic + implementation 
logic transformation 
where the logic language can be propositional or first-order logic, and the 
implementation language can be PROLOG. 
The concept of P-functions (i.e. pair of functions) has been developed by the 
authors in the context of logic (circuit) design for transforming a description of an 
algorithm into a low-level description which can be immediately interpreted in terms 
of logic gates, microprogrammed devices, etc. P-functions are here exploited for 
transforming a description, in logic, into structured logic. Roughly speaking, P- 
functions can be seen as a generalized combination of resolution and Green’s trick 
(for extracting information in a proof process). The considered P-functions have 
the form: 
(What part of the algorithm remains described in logic; 
What part has already been transformed into structured logic). 
Two classes of deductive laws are defined: deductive laws acting on left parts of 
P-functions, and constructive laws acting on right parts. The transformations are 
illustrated by four examples. 
This first part of the book is certainly the most difficult one, and can be hard to 
understand in full detail. Knowledge of logic is required; the proposed (very small) 
introduction to logic is not sufficient. Some knowledge of the PROLOG language 
is also necessary; knowledge about theorem proving can be helpful as well. 
The approach taken in this book for synthetizing programs is powerful and 
convenient (see above schema). It allows the synthesis of a program to be decom- 
posed into several steps, each phase being concerned with different aspects leading 
to an executable program. Given that the authors are more concerned with one 
specific phase (i.e., the transformation of a logic description into a more structured 
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logic), they should use the term “transformation” rather than “synthesis from 
informal specifications”. In program synthesis or transformation, it is usual to 
distinguish transformation (or synthesis) rules from heuristics; the latter being very 
important. One could regret the absence of heuristics in this framework of P- 
functions. It is therefore difficult for the reader to apply the proposed techniques, 
or to imagine how they could be automated. The given examples assist the general 
understanding of the (well-developed) theory; however, more examples would have 
been useful (more examples related to circuit design could be found in a previous 
LNCS book of one of the authors). Some comparison with related work is missing 
in spite of the fact that program synthesis is a very active field, especially in logic 
programming. 
Systolic implementation based on logic programming 
In this small part, a PROLOG program (viz. the insertion sort) is transformed 
into elementary circuits. The execution of the logic program is seen as assembling 
these elementary circuits into a complete one. This example illustrates that PROLOG 
can be seen as a formalism for systolic architecture representation. 
Some knowledge of the PROLOG language is necessary to understand this 
material. With the proposed example, the reader can easily understand what a 
systolic implementation is, and how it can be deduced from a logic program. This 
part is actually presented as an application of P-functions because some (slight) 
relations can be established. It should be noted that the developed example is not 
bug-free. 
Grammar dejinition techniques 
This forms the major part of the book (55% of the book). Context-free and 
Definite Clause Grammar (DCG) are first presented. A connection between DCG 
and PROLOG is then established. An extended version of DCG (namely Definite 
Clause Translation Grammar) is also analyzed. DCG and DCTG are illustrated on 
the analysis of vocal commands for a text editor. Finally, an introduction to 
Montague’s semantics and lexical functional grammar is made at the end of the book. 
No specific background is required here since the major principles of resolution 
and PROLOG are described in this part of the book. This part of the book is 
interesting and instructive; it gives a broad overview of the major existing techniques 
for defining grammars, especially in the context of logic programming. 
The book as a whole 
The overall structure of this book has some drawbacks. First, it begins with difficult 
and technical matters (P-functions), and ends with a general overview of grammar 
definition techniques. An average reader might give up before entering the last part 
where useful information can be found. Second, some concepts are defined after 
their usage, or defined at two different places (or even with different notations). 
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This book is aimed at two classes of readers. The first one can be interested by 
a broad overview of grammar definition techniques. Such readers should first read 
the third part of this book, and later on the others if they are interested. This class 
can be very large since no background is required. The second class of potential 
readers might be interested by program synthesis. Some solid background is 
necessary here; such readers could begin with the first part, or the last one if they 
are interested in grammar definition as well. 
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